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Biology
- Study of Life



Properties of Life

• Order

• Energy Processing

• Evolutionary Adaptation



Properties of Life

• Response to the Environment

• Growth and Development

• Reproduction



Synthetic Biology
Synthetic biology refers to the practice of 
using engineering principles to design 
biological systems to do something useful 
e.g. treat a disease, produce a valuable 
drug, sense a toxic compound, etc. 



Goal of Synthetic Biology

Synthetic biology aims to write DNA 
(left) that instructs a cell or organism 
(right) to behave according to our 
design.

Synthetic biology today
Synthetic biologists generally design a 
portion of DNA (left) and combine it with 
an existing cell or organism (middle) so 
that the new cell or organism (right) 
behaves according to our design.



Time for a quick poll!
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swEc_sUVz5I


The Central Dogma Mystery



Activity: The Central Dogma Mystery
Dr. Anna Phase, one of the most famous biologists in the world, has 
just announced that her life’s work has been stolen!

She needs your help to find her missing work!



Activity: The Central Dogma Mystery
Dr. Phase has three suspects:

Her boss, Gene        Her lab assistant, Ted   Her archrival, Reggie



Activity: The Central Dogma Mystery
As you examine the crime scene, you notice the thief left behind two clues:

  Clue #1     Clue #2

You think the clues will help figure out where the thief hid the missing lab work and 
immediately get to work putting the pieces together!



Activity 1: Assembling the Puzzle
Try to fit the pieces from Clue #2 into Clue #1!



Activity 1: Reflection Questions
Did you notice any patterns in where the letters went?

What would happen if you tried to pair an A with a G?  What about an A 
with a C?



What Does this Mean?
The first step in getting a protein is reading the DNA.  In this case, the DNA 
is like Clue #1: a long strand of specific base units.

Next, RNA is synthesized off of the DNA one unit at a time.  You did this 
when you matched the pieces from Clue #2 to Clue #1.

Just like in the activity,  A only pairs with U and G only pairs with C.



Activity 2: Decoding the Message
After you assemble the puzzle, Dr. Phase points to a chart hanging on the 
wall of her lab:



Activity 2: Decoding the Message
Break up the letter code into groups of 3 and try to convert the three-unit codes into 

letters to spell out the secret message!



Activity 2: Reflection Questions
Were you able to get the correct message the first time?  If not, where did 
you make a mistake, and how did that affect the rest of the code?

Would it be possible to write a different message using this system?  If 
so, how would you do it?



What Does this Mean?
RNA is read three bases at a time, and we call these three-base RNA 
sequences codons.

The chart is used by biologists to see how a codon sequence codes for a 
particular protein.  This is exactly like how you saw which codon codes for 
which letter.

Each letter corresponds to a different amino acid.  Amino acids are the 
building blocks of proteins.  

Just like how the secret code can be changed to make different words, 
different combinations of amino acids can give us lots of different proteins 
in our body!



Why Does this Matter?
From start to finish, this activity shows how we can go from a DNA strand to 
a fully-formed protein.  We can also see how DNA is the molecule that 
codes for everything in life!

The particular DNA sequence being read informs the final protein product, 
and the variation throughout the genome results in a large amount of 
diversity among proteins in the human body!



Questions?



THANK YOU!!

If you enjoyed today’s session, be sure to head 
back this Wednesday and Friday for more 

biology and fun interactive activities!!
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Poll Survey

Do not show this slide; I will just use these questions to create a poll at 
the end so we get immediate feedback from participants and can log it. 
Feel free to add questions!
1. In one or two sentences, what did you learn today?
2. What was the most interesting part of today?
3. What was the least interesting part of today?
4. Did you ever feel bored?
5. Was there anything you did not understand?
6. Was the material at a good level based on your prior knowledge?

Google form with the questions: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf0suGLauWkLGjIEFC5pZVGGTKUC0R6QQoQBm-vGXUnjhtFLA
/viewform?usp=sf_link

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf0suGLauWkLGjIEFC5pZVGGTKUC0R6QQoQBm-vGXUnjhtFLA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf0suGLauWkLGjIEFC5pZVGGTKUC0R6QQoQBm-vGXUnjhtFLA/viewform?usp=sf_link

